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EGTIMATION OF THE MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCK MASSES

ETmDDUCTION
The Review of Progress of Contract No. H0101610, "The Mechanical
Properties of Rock Masses", submitted on May 28, 1971, [two weeks prior
to the end of the Contract period (June 11, 1971)] Intimated (Note
on Page i) that the Annual Technical Report would contain "an extensive
literature review and more detailed inforroatlon on all phases of the
research".
After discussion with the A.R.P.A. Project Engineer for this contract,
it was decided that the Final Report- should Instead consist of a concise
general review of the overall alms and achievement? of the one year pvogram
jf research.

Tills is the purpose of the remarks below.

MliCHANICAL PTOPERTIES OF HDCK MASSES
Rational desi^i of engineering stftictures in or on rock, and the under.tanding of rock mass response to dynamically and statically applied loads;,
requires a knowledge of the mecharJ.eal properties of the rock mass Involved.
Hoi lab le specification of these properties is very difficult to achieve,
fur ..overal reasons:
'Hie size of the mass for which the properties need to be known is frequently
f the order of hundreds of feet, or larger.

To test such a region over the

range of loads to which the prototype will be subjected is not feasible.

Apart

from the astronomical cost that would be involved, the test Itself could cause

Thid :«places the Annual Technical Report, since no funds were awarded
for continuation of Contract No. H0101610 for the second year of the
proposed work.
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peroianent damage of the mass. Since no two geological sites are Identical
It would be Inadviseable to test any mass other than that actually Involved
In the engineering problem.
The only realistic approach Is to make sample determinations of the
needed properties, and then make predictions of the mass response to the
loads applied in practice.

The actual behaviour should then be monitored

by instruments installed according to a plan, derived together with the
predictions, to check the response of the moss against that predicted.
In this way, the analytical procedures can be refined, and progress made
towards the reliable design of engineering structures in rock.

It is

generally accepted that ehe mechanical behaviour of a rock mass is determined by the properties of its two main structural components, viz.
1.

relatively intact [volumetric] rock elements;

2.

structural discontinuities [more or less planar] which bo'^nd
the elements.

'Ihe mechanical prpperties involved in practical problems also fall into
two broad categories, concerned with either
1. defomability, or
2.

strength

of the structural components.
Several methods have been developed, both in the field and in the
laboratory, intended to measure these properties.
Field tests are valuable In that they test the rock 'in-situ' under more
or less the same environmental conditions as the mass [although significant
changes (e.g. in stresses acting en the test-piece) may occur during develop-
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ment of the site!].

It is also possible to conduct tests on a somewhat

larger scale than is usual in the laboratory.
correspondingly expensive.

Such field tests are

One radial Jacking test, for example, in

which an 8 ft. length of an 8 ft. diameter tunnel is loaded, may cost
around $50,000 - $75,000.

Determination of the strength of an under-

ground coal pillar requires comparable expenditures.
Laboratory measurements allow tests under more closely controlled
loading conditions, and can be repeated to peimLt estimation of the reproduclbility of data.

The mechanical behaviour of the specimen can be

explored over a wide range of loading conditons; and costs are relatively
low.

Current understanding of the mechanics of rock fracture is quite

poor.

For example Ring tests and Brazilian tests are ccnmonly used to

detemlne the tensile strength of rock specimens.

Values computed in the

standard manner for each method conmonly differ by 300% or more for the
öanie rock type.

The same is true for compression strength.

This fact is

less well recognised since conpression test procedures are more standardized
than tension tests.
In all cases (i.e. both field and laboratory) measurements are made on
öamples which are usually quite small compared to the prototype, and serious
questions are raised as to
(a)

the correlation between the sample results and the corresponding
properties of the full-scale conponent, and

(b)

the relationship between the full-scale conponent properties and
the overall properties of the rock masses.

_4_

Ehgineers assume that strength decreases and deformablllty Increases
with Increase In size of the loaded rock mass, but there is little understanding of the extent of the 'size' effect.

There Is conclusive evidence

that the strength of coal pillars drops appreciably with size increase,
but coal Is not typical of sedimentary or Igneous rockij.
Unless such questions are answered, then rock te:;thi/'; reaultr. will conLlmu1
to be treated as little more than rough qualitative indices.

Current move;;

to standardise laboratory testing procedures (welcome in one senue) tend
promote this attitude.

to

Much laboratory research In rock mechanics has de-

generated into a striving for 2% reproduclblllty of results for a particular
test procedure, with apparent disregard for the fact that discrepancies of the
order of 300J5 remain unexplained.

Such differences indicate that the mechanics

of rock fracture are not understood.

Until they are the significance of the

numerical value, on which so much effort is expended, is unknown.

Other load-

ing conditions cannot be interpreted in terms of such tests.*
In the field of soil mechanics which is much more older than rock mechanic;:,
Professor Roscoe has stated (Tenth Ranklne Lecture, Geotechnlque, 20, No. «?,
Page 129), with reference to the alms of the Cambridge soil mechanics group,
that, "The principal objective is to develop an understanding of the stress-strain
behavior of soils so that reliable predictions can be made concerning their
load-defonnatlon characteristics at all working loads..." and it is considered
that this philosophy is equally applicable to rock mechanics; the deiVmarion and
failure behavior of rock must be studied In totality rather than with respect
to specific characteristics of isolated tests.
*Attempts Jiave been made, for exanple, to relate the onerry required fx^1 unit
volume of rock broken in drilling (E^) to the rock 'compresslve atmn^Ui' (oc).
Results indicate that 0.3ac<Ev<3.0cjc, i.e. that there Is 1000% variation In the
ratio E^/acl This example also Illustrates the extent to which the corpresslvo
strength is looked upon as a basic property. Ey can be obtained directly in
the laboratory, simply by drilling a sample of the rock. Such a test is quicker,
easier, and obviously a much more reliable Index of drilling performance. The
compresslve strength value of the rock is invariably requested.
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It was with these questions in mind that a proposal was submitted to A.R.P.,A.,
suggesting that research was needed to detemlne
(a)

the Intrinsic* mechanical properties of a rock (I.e. properties
whose magnitude Is unaffected by experimental technique)

(b)

rational procedures for estimating the mechanical properties
of rock masses from known properties of the structural
components of the mass.

Although Contract H0101610, which resulted from the proposal, requested
some particular experiments. It did. In general, request a research effort
aimed towards the determination of (a) and (b) above over the two-year period
June 12, 1970 - July 11, 1972.
The research sumnarlzed below Indicates what was accomplished towards these
f-pals In the first year of the proposed program.

It Is Important to note that

the research was planned with a two year program in mind, so that some of the
work iiad not reached any definite conclusions by the end of the first year.

INXRINSIC PIOPERTIES OF HXKS
We will consider the mechanical properties in the two categories already
mentioned, viz. deformation properties, and strength properties.

It is con-

vergent to consider strength properties first.

STRENGTH OF ROCK
The most rational and physically attractive explanation of the strength
of brittle materials [a class Into which most rocks can be placed, at lea^t
a-3 an approximation] is that first offerred by Griffith in 1921.

Although the

1

As distinct from 'experimental properties' such as tensile and ccimpn:;;;;ivo
strength, values which appear to vary considerably depending on the tcr.t
procedure used.
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Grllflth theory has since been found to be an over-simplification of the
pliysical processes of fracture the central notion on which it in based,
I.e. that fracture in a material develops

with the onset of unstable

energy changes In the material, is of very general validity.

It is

essentially no more or less than the application of the Theorem of Minimum
Potential Energy to fracture.
This theorem applies to rock fracture as much as to other physical
processes.

It is inportant to note that it applies on ar^y scale.

If

it can be used to describe fracture on the small scal^ it can be used to
describe fracture on the large scale Jriffith was particularly concerned
with the problem of strength on the small scale and so restricted his
attention to that scale.

In applying the Iheorera of Minimum Energy to

fracture he states the following principle:
...the equilibrium position. If equilibrium
is possible, must be one In which rupture
of the solid has occurred. If the system
can pass from the unbroken to the broken
condition by a process involving a continuous
decrease In potential eneiigy.
Ihere is no mention of size In ''•-hls, very general, statement.
The Principal Investigator has In fact outlined how the principle may
be applied to explain the reduction In •strength1 with si.ie of unden;round
tunnels and how it may be employed in the prediction of fracturing and cnitorhr
In blasting.
Of specific relevance to Contract No. H0101610 the principle implies also
that if the energy Instability approach can be shown to be of practical
value in explaining laboratoi7 strength results. It should be equally applicable
in the analysis of rock mass stability and strength.
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Application of energy instability analysis to fracture requires a
knowledge of the characteristic, or intrinsic, mechanical properties of
the material which control the energy demand - energy supply relationship.
The search for Intrinsic material properties of rock is thus synonymous
with a test of the practical utility of the energy stability analysis In
explaining rock fracture.
It is in the context of the statements in the last two paragraphs that
the significance of the laboratory tests in Contract H0101610 should be Judged.

STRENGTH OF ROCK SPECIMENS
To begin the test of the theory on the laboratory scale is appropriate
for several reasons.
1.

Thus,

The theory is general and applicable on all scales.

Experimental

proof of validity on one scale is evidence of general validity.
2.

Laboratory tests are relatively inexpensive, and the theory can
be checked for a wide variety of loading conditions.

3.

There is a wealth of laboratory data already available which, when
analyzed by existing [siress limit] criteria of rock failure, are
quite inconsistent.

The value of the energy instability theory can

be quickly assessed by using it to re-interpret these data.
The specific laboratory studies were selected to check the predictions of the
Griffith theory, expanded and reinterpreted so as to be more directly applicable
to laboratory measured values.
The literature abounds in detailed reviews of the Griffith theory so that
it would be superfluous to present an extensive treatment of It here.

It is,

however, instructive to review the main results and implications for laboratory
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testlng and rock fracture.

Griffith Theory of Tensile Rupture
The observed tensile strength of brittle materials Is generally one,
two (or even more) orders of magnitude lower than the theoretical intermolecular cohesive strength.

The latter may be shown to be of the order

of E/lOy where E Is the modulus of elasticity In tension for the material.
Most granites, for example, have a tensile
modulus around 7 x 10° p.s.i. This would
Indicate a theoretical tensile strength of
around 700,000 p.s.i. Measured 'tensile
strength' is of the order of 2,000 p.s.i.,
or less than 1/300 of the theoretical
value,
Griffith explained this discrepancy as due to the existence of flaws in
the material.

Ihese flaws served to concentrate the applied load to very

high values (stresses) at tie crack tips.

The high stresses were necessary

to overcorre the intermolecular attraction [cohesive strength] but alone were
not sufficient to cause crack extension (i.e. fracture).

For thif. to occur,

the potential energy of the system [i.e. potential energy of the applied load;;
plus stored (strain) energy of the loaded body, plus energy needed to create
the new surface of the extended crack] must decrease continuously with crack
extension.
The second requirement, i.e. the energy condition is the more important
for rock, since the necessary stress concentrations are undoubtedly present
due to the (small-scale) inhomogeneous structure of all rocks.
r

Ihe (plane stres;;) situation analyzed by Griffith is shown in Klpur*? 1.

A sharp crack, length 2c, radius of curvature p at the tip, is introduced

m

Figure 1.

fh

m

m

m

ih

fV1

♦ ^

Plate model analyzed by. Griffith.

into an infinitely large plate, [later w^,' shall assume the plate to have a
large but finite planar area A] of a homogeneous Isotropically elastic,
material.

The plate has unit ttilckness and is uniformly stressed at the

outer boundaries AB, CD, to an intensity 'a', under dead-load conditions
(i.e. the stress does not change with displacement of the loaded boundaries this will later be referred to as an 'infinitely soft' loading system).
The change In potential energy of the system (AP) which occurs duo
to l.ntreduction of the crack is found to be
AP = 4CY -

TTC

? ?

q

(.1)

The first tern, ^cy, is the increase in surface energy due to introduction of
the 2 crack surfaces each 2c in area (y is the specific surface energy).

The

2 2
second tenn., -TTC O , is the reduction In the potential energy of the remainder
E
of the system [i.e. change in the potential energy of the applied forces, plus
change in strain energy of the loaded plate] due to introduction of the crack.
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It may be shown [see publication (4)*] that this quantity,

-TTCV^,

constant. Independent of the stiffness of Wie applied load.

U-.

E
[Tills

'stlfftiess' Is the force-displacement relationship for the applied
load.]

The relationship of Eq. 1 Is shown graphically for two levels

(o , o, ) of applied stress, with a < a. [tension assuned positive],
ao
a
D

AP

Half-length of crack (c)

Figure 2.

Change in potential energy of a cracked plate
[as in Figure 1] with crack extension; for two
levels a , a, , of applied stress.

References so noted indicate publications resulting wholly or p-irtially
from Contract H0101610 support, llie list of contract publications is
given in Appendix 1.
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Accordlng to the Griffith criterion, fracture will occur [i.e. the crack
will extend] only v/hen the potentir.l energy of the system decreases with
increase in crack length, i.e.
MAP) <^ 0
3c

(2)

Thus, referring to Figure 2, for constant applied stroL-.-. a
not extend for crack lengths less than 2c .
a

the crack will

Similarly at the higher stress

the crack will not extend for cracks less than 2c.

in length.

Applying the criterion. Equation (2), to the energy change expression
Equation (1), we find
3_(AP) = i<Y 3c

2

2TTCO

<_ 0

E

(3)

or

o >_

[2EY

o is the b'-.ress level at which spontaneous extension of a crack, original
length 2c, will occur, i.e. the plate will fracture.
The above analysl:; has been made for plane stress, but very similar
results are obtained for other loading condition, and flaw shapes.

'Hie

impoi'tant point Is that all are of the fonn
a^c = const.

(^l)

which is inherent In the type of elastic instability analysis.
The Griffith theory has been objected to on the basis that the predicted
value of the tensile strength obtained by inserting 'appropriate' values ot
surface energy (y), modulus of elasticity (E) and serni-crack-length (c)
Into Equation (3), are too low.

It is now well recopjiized, for metals, at least,

that the energy dk-.slpated in crack extension is much greater th?in 'y' ; a
considerable amount of plastic work is involved.
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The Inportant point to draw out of the Griffith theory is the following:
fracture will occur when the rate at which energy is released by the
loaded system exceeds the rate at which it is dissipated by the processes
of fracture extension.
We may generalize Equation (1) to the form
AP = W. - W
where

CO

AP is, as before, the increase in potential enerr.v of the strain
W

is the energy used for crack extension tthe work of fracture"]

W

is the energy released from the system by crack extension

c

is a fracture length parameter.

Hie instability criterion (Equation 2) then becomes
3(AP) = 3

1c~

do

[W.a - Ws 1 < 0

(6)

~

W,, the work of fracture, may now include effect;- .-uch a;-, (to.-t)
strain rate,tenf)erature, rock inhomogeneity, etc.
W

may be affected by variation of elastic modulu.- with stre^

level, partial inelasticity, etc.
Understanding of the mechanics of rock fracture and rational interpretation of rock strength tests, depend on the elucidation of the tenns
W, and W

for each test situation.

situation has been considered.

[So far, only the ten.-lie fracture

It will be shown later that the same remark;:

apply for compressive strength tests.]
It is from a thorough study of these terms that the intrinsic material
properties will be deduced.
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Strejj-Str-ain Repre.-entatlon of Griffith ITieory of 'fetulle Rupture
'Hie nesulto of laboratory tests are frequently depicted as stress-strain
curves.

It is convenient, therefore, to represent the Griffith theory in

tenns of the equivalent stress-strain behaviour.

This has been done for

the direct tension situation of Figure 1, by Berry.

[. ee publication (3))

'Hie result is shown in Flguie 3.

Strain

Klgurv i.

(E

)

JtreJ.•--■•.train representation of Griffith criterion of
tensile IVacture.
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UoUw

l'iifi'acki'J plali1 in.-- atfengtjj equal to LlitmivLhviI i'olu\-.!v<' .t IVII,I h.

Stn?üü-:*traln slope v:irlei; fi'oin(l) for uncracked pluto IIUDU^-JI (II), (ill)...
etc. for increasing crack length, -o-o Indicates complfto ^.treu;--;-, rain
curve for alow extension of crack, to complete collapse.

Intlal length of

crack represented by slope (iv).
As mentioned previously, the Griffith strength dopend;; on the crack length
c, and L- not influenced by the stlx'fhess of tJie applied load.

'Ihls mean;; Llial

the fracture initiation, represented (for cracks of various lengths) by the
locus MiCD is not affected by tfie load stlfftiess.
dependent on load stiffness,

['r\pa^:ation of fracture1 i.-

'lliu:; a(n unloading) stlfrtKws ropivsent^d by

Hie slope CQ will allow slow conti'olled crack extension to specimen disintegration.

A stiffYiess as represented by the slope CU will result In

rapid specimen disintegration.

Tlie locus CD will not be revealed.

Investi-

gation of the physical processes of rock disintegration (for comparison with
the Griffith model) requires that the fracture locus, be followed in a conti'olled fashion.

Considerable attention has been paid to this problem

of Contract H0101610, and a variety of novel techniques developed,

as part
ouccessful

control of the development of fracture by the use of nei-vo-control testing
equipment Is one of the major achievement;; of research under this contract
[see publication.; (<■), (H), {'))].

'Jriffith llieory of Rock Failure in Conpressior
Griffith attempted to extend the theory for tetr.lle i-upture to collapse
of specimens in conpression.
same tensile

He assumed that fracture would occur when the

stress concentration (0 ) as occurred In tensile fracture was

m
reached at the tips of cracks in specimens subjected to non-fiydrostatic com-
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presslve loadir^.

The predicted conpresslve strength was a function of the

applied principal compressions, with a predicted uniaxial conpressive
strength 8 ttmej a- preat as the tensile strength.

In this extension of

the theory Griffith considered only the (necessary) condition of high tensile
jtrv.-.;, uui (neglected) the associated requirement of unstable ener^
chantv with crack extension.

Subsequent research has shown that tensile

crack.; du develop during compression but that growth of these cracks is a
stable process, and the .■.pecimen is able to support increased applied
load.-.

Collapse of the specimen does not occur until loads of the order

of twice those at which cracking begins are applied.

The mechanism of

collapse in compression appears to be largely the result of shear subsequent to the stable cracking of the specimen [see publication (1)].
Griffith's neglect of the energy instability condition for canpressive
loading thus resulted in an erroneous criterion of 'collapse'.
Cook has developed a criterion of conpressive collapse based on an
nor,-;/ instability analysis, assuming collapse in shear.
to l •

This appear;".

on appropriate counterpart to Griffith's tensile fracture criterion.
ihe compressIvo strength (in plane stress) Is derived from the criterion

T-uö n = l2Ey*

v ™

wnfi'" r

(7)

I.- the shear str-ess along the plane of :.hear ill.■placement

o

is the nonrttl stress along the plane of shear displacement

u

is the coefficient of sliding fViction along the shear plane

Y

is the "specific work of shear fracture" (likely to be affected
L7 axial splitting)

c

is Lhe original length of the shear crack.
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Several points should be noted
1)

the (stress) .(crack length) ■ const, relationship,
(corresponding to Equation 4) Is again obtained, the
result of using an elastic instability analysis

11)

two quantities of energy supply and danand, similar to
Ws and W.,
d* are Involved

111)

the criterion may be presented as a stress-strain locuf.
similar to Figure 3.

Thus, nmx/ of the concepts used in tensile fracture may also be applicable
to conpressive collapse.
Experimental results reveal that controlled collapse of rock specimens
In compression does result in a complete stress-strain curve of the general
form predicted in Figure 3» although the development of macroscopic shear
through Interaction with cracking) is more complicated than assumed In
Cook's model,

[see publication (10)]

Slze-gtrength ftelationship - (predictions of Griffith theory)
The form of Wie ener^ change equation, Equation (1) on which Grll'l'ltii';:
theory is bas^-d, has an Interestlr^ Implication concerning the ef''ect öf
change in specimen size on the specimen strength.

Equation (1) is expressed

as
2 2
AP » ^cy - wc a
E

(1)
or

AP « Wd

-

Ws

Note that the first tenn, the 'energy demand* teim (W.) has the dlmenr.ionr.
of area (rdnce the plate thickness is a unit length) whereas the second.
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'energy supply* tenn (W ) has the dimensions of volume.

If the crack

dlmenüions increase then the strength will decrease, dimply because tlie
rate of increase of W

s with size exceeds that of W..
a This is in fact
wlv/, from the onerg/ stability analysis, a dependenc»1 of .-trength on i-lze
of crack öuch as indicated by Equation ^j la obtained.
/dtiiough Equation (1) utrlctly applies to an InfltUtely latv'^ plate,
the dlnjenJlonal difference between W.d and Wa will remain even for finite
test jpecl^iens, and for interacting cracks.
This has several interesting implications concenUnt'; the stability
of large structures as well as small structure, and has been discussed
in publication (2).

Some inferences Into the possible existence of a

size-strength dependency can be c'rawn from examination of the dependence
of 'c' in Equation (1) or Equation CO on specimen size.
Ihe length 'c' characterizes tlie most severe flaw (considering
level of stress Intensity, length, and orientation) in the specimen.
The remaining flaws combine with the 'intact' portions of the specimen
to give the overall modulus E of the 'plate' in Figure 1.

If a larger

specimen (plate) is chosen, then there is some probability that it will
contain a larger more severe 'crack'.

In the extreme case of an extensively

cracked material, the maximum crack size in a specimen nay be almost
directly prnnortional to the size of the (geometrically similar) specimen.
tf we characterize the specimen by a length L, then we have
c a L
Equation (Jt) may then be rewritten as
-0 5
o = const. L

(8)
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A relationship of thla fonn has been found to hold approximately for
the strength of geometrically similar coal pillars.

Coal probably

comes closer than any other 'rock* to satisfying Equation (8), being
characterized by extensive internal cracking.
If, on the other hand, we assume that a specimen is composed of
a large number of identical flaws (requiring the same W,) equidistant
from each other, with an elastic region around each flaw supplying
the energy (W.,), then the strength of each flaw will be the same.
Increase in specimen volume will not affect the strength, i.e. Equation
CO becomes
o « const. L0

(9)

The •flaws' in this case may be related to the grain siz

in a

homogeneous material [such as the Georgia Cherokee marble used in size
and shape effect studies.

See publication (7)j

Thus, one may make an estimate of the size-strength dependency from
the degree to which large 'flaws* are introduced in larger specimens.
'''he expedient 'o' in the strength-size (constant shape) relationship
a

= const. L01

(10)

may vary over the range 0 < a < -0.5 with the lower extreme (a = -0.5)
being approached for extensively cracked material.

Strength of Jointed Materials
The above discussion suggests

that, if a specimen is composed of Joints of

essentially Identical properties (W, = const.), then the strength will
depend on the intact volume associated with supply of energy (W^) to each joint.

-19-

Lii other wonis the strength will depend, within limlUt, on the spacing; hetwoon
Joint::..

At the lower lünlt, of very closely spaced Joint:;, the enorv;v

üupply will decline pr'oportlonately due to Interaction between adjacent
Joints.

At the upper limit, widely spaced joints, the energy supply (W )

(i.e. as released with increment joint shear) will tend towards a finite
value.

The strength of a jointed specimen should thus exhibit a

Joint spacing over a range of spacing.

dependence on

Experiments to test this belief were

planned for the early months of the second year of Contract H0101610.

Size Effect in Ring Tests
The above discussion lias Impllclty assumed that the smallest specimen
is large relative to the grain size, and that the specimen is homogeneously
stressed.

In some instances (e.g. in Indirect tension tests) the critically

stressed region is a small part of the specimen and the applied stresses
may vary considerably over the length of a grain. In such cases, although
the energy instability mechanism is probably valid, the boundary conditions
of the Griffith plate model are far from satisfied and deviations In strength
may be expected.

The problems of tensile strength determination using indirect

methods have been extensively studied in Publication (^1).

In sunmary it

may be said that most such tensile tests are conducted with test specimens
that aro much too .-.mall.

Results are currently being re-oxnmlnod

fivmi the enorf^y-lnstablllty viewpoint.

Energy Instability Analysis of Indirect Tests
Analytical computation of the energy changes associated with crack
extension in an applied stress field Is extremely difficult except for
the very simple conditions, assumea by Griffith.

The introduction of the
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Figure 4.

Griffith locus for a dlametrally loaded disc containing
a small hole.
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flnlte element method has facilitated the study of energy change crack extension relationships for finite size of specimens in complex
stress fields.
A notable accomplishment under Contract H0101610 has been the
successful application of the finite element method to determine
the energy changes with crack extension for indirect tensile tests.
The method is outlined In Publication (3).

The complete force-displacement

(vertical and horizontal) curve for the ring test has been derived, and
10 shewn in Figure ^ conpares well with experimentally observed curves.
The method is applicable to other tests and is currently being used to
analyze beam test data.

The results will be reported in Publication (12)

now in preparation.
It is confidently expected that the study of ■'.ndirect tensile tests
in this way will clear up much of the confusion that now exists concerning
the tensile strength of rock specimens.

Tt should also establish the

nature of the intrinsic nulerlal properties which determine the tensile
strength of rocks.

Influence of End Restraint In Conpresslon Testing
Rock compression tests are usually Interpreted on the assumption that
the load is uniformly distributed across the specimen at all stages of the
te.it.

It LJ well recognized that this can not be true since the properties

of the platen;: remain elastic whereas those of the specimen change throughout
the loading cycle.

The extent to which end restraint influences compresslve

failure hao been studied in four ways under Contract H0101610 as follows

1.

A special sample configuration (viz. hollow cylinders with

geometrically matched platens) which substantially reduces end constraint (demonstrated from a finite element study) ha^ been used to
test rock cylinders.

The specimens were sectioned and the develop-

ment of fracture examined.

It was concluded that end re: traint does

not significantly change the Indicated compressive strength or the
compressive modulus.

The findings of this study are reviewed in detail

in Publication (1).
2.

A theoretical and experimental study of the influence of lateral

stiffness of the machine on specimen collapse in compression reveals
that this (previously unconsidered) stiffness may exert sl^iificant
restraints on macroscopic shear of specimens, and could thereby affect
conpressive strength.

A laterally stiff system also tends to Indicate

a pseudo size strength effect where none actually exists.

Ihis effect

will be fully discussed in the forthcoming publication (13).

Methods

of testing to detennine the influence of lateral stiffness will be
described.
3-

(See Appendix 2 for abstract)

Hollow cylinders (5 inch. O.D. 1 inch I.D.) of rock were subjected

to increasing hydrostatic external pressure until compressive collapse
occurred on the inner diameter.
scopic shear.

Final collapse usually occurred in macro-

Procedures and results are reported in Publication (2).

Indicated compressive strengths for this mode of loading were 200S? - 300%
greater

than the values obtained by the standard axial compression of

cylinders.

This indicates that the compression 'strength1, like tensile

•strength' is not a true material constant.

It seems very likely that

the variation is due to the difference In stress gradients (I.e. eneny
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density) developed in the two tests.

EneiTgy instability analysis

should help clarify the cause of the discrepancy.
Further tests with a larger O.D. pressure cylinder and specimeas
are reccmnended to better avoid grain size inhomogeneity effects.

The

pressure vessel should be designed to withstand 50,000 - 60,000 p.s.l.
in order to cause compresslve collapse of the specimens.
H.

An instrumented loading head has been desired, constructed ■ ind

instrumented to enable the normal load distribution at the rock-platen
interface to be monitored throughout an axial compression test.

A

finite element program has been written to enable the interface stresses
to be deduced from the stresses measured by the loading head.

This

instrument will, for the ilrst time, enable the applied load distribution
to be examined in detail and correlated with fVacture development.
Questions such as those raised in Publication (7) concerning the actual
load tearing area of a conpresslve specimen under load, and correction
to the 'true stress-strain' curve should be answered by the infomatlon
provided by this loading head.

Experimental Determination of Complete Stress-gtrain Curves in Compression
und Indirect Tension
The successful development of experimental methods, for obtaining completv
.-trt-ss-straln curves In compression and indirect tension tests even for tin:
case of Class II failure [soe lubllcatlon (9)j is a very sigiificant step
towards the goal of determining the intrinsic material properties.

Further

attention must be given to evaJuatlng the influence of specimen test
conditions on the observed complete • stress-strain* curve before the latter
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can be used in the derivation of real material properties.
of progress to date are given in Publication (9).

Complete details

The observation of the

effect of strain rate on the conqplete stress-strain curve could have
important implications concerning the relatively unique nature of th
post-peak load curve.

Figure 5 discussed in Publication (5) revealo

12.SOO

«^ ■ooMmessivc

STROMTH

♦

10.000

WHITE GEORGIA
CHEROKEE MARBLE
3 1 CYLINDER
HEIGHT -12 INS
DIAMETER - 4 INS

STRAIN %

Figure 5.

Time deformation at constant displacement.

that, even though defonnation was periodically halted for one hour (at each
"Hold") the load-deformation path followed on resunption of deformation
[strain rate 1.5 x 10" /second] was essentially the name as that followed
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durin^ coiitlnuooj defomation.

Other related studies also sugjsest

that the post-peak curve may have some fundamental significance in
creep testing.

It may, for example, nark the strain in a creep test

(at a certain ^ti«ess level) at which tertiary creep ensues.

Such a

finding would liave considerable Implications in tiie deaign of underground mine pillars.

Lefonnabllity of Rock Specimens
Modulus of Defonration
The defomability of (Isotropie) rock specimens is usually expressed
in terms of a modulus of deformation (elasticity) and Poisson's ratio.
Experimentally, the modulus of defomation is measured as the ratio of the
average load per unit cross-sectional area of the specimen to the overall
contraction (between platens) per unit length of the specimen.

[Note:

strain gauges attached to detect axial strains over the central part of a
specimen give an erroneous meaisure (of around 7%) of the modulus if related
to the mean axial compression.]

The effect of platen end restraint increases

■v the height to width ratio of the specimen is decreased.

A simple cal-

culation of two extreme cases where (a) no end restraint exists and (b)
where enl restraint is such as to completely inhibit axial expansion [i.e.
L..

= e. = 0 (if z Is taken as the axial direction.

This condition Is

approached for very squat specimens.] indicates that the ratio of the
apparent modulus of elastlcity(K
) to the tnae modulus (E) varies iViMii
app
E
= 1.0E for case (a), to
app
'
s
E
Ka
(i-v) . for case (b)
PP
(l+v)(l-2v)
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Thus If v Is taken as 0.25 Tor most rocks over the elastic range of (Jeformation
E
= 1.2011 for case (b)
app
'Dims, a maximum error of +20% may occur in the estimation of K I'roiu i)itratio of mean stress to axial deformation.

In most real situation:; end

constraint is less severe and the error will be reduced.

A finite eJement

analysis of the effect of end restraint on the error in detemilnatlon of
the modulus of elasticity is currently being made,

it .'jeems very prohablo

that results will conflitn the experimental finding [see Publication (7)1
that the observed modulus of elasticity is virtually uninfluenced by end
restraint.
This pervidts the Important conclusion to be drawn that the moduJu;;
of elasticity measured in corrpression can be consldeml to be a true
material property.

It should be notedj. however, that the modulus may

change with level of loading and also will probably differ for loading
and unloading conditions.
the modulus in tension.

A similar conclusion may be drawn concemltv;
However, it should be noted that the modulus in

tension will generally not be the same as the modulus in compression and should
be deteminod directly.
b) Poisson's ratio
No work has been conducted as yet on the value of Poi;;.;on':; ratl.r.

The

ajjreement between the Poisson's ratio of the material and that comput'-d fVun
rriea;urement of the lateral and axial displacement win depend on Llie derive d"
internal fracturing within the specimen. Pre-existing: open axi.-d fractures
will result in under-estimatlon of Poisson's ratio.

Axial cracks developed

during loading will result in over-estimation particularly at loads approaching the maximum and in the post-peak loading range, where the (elastic) notion
of Poisson's ratio is entirely Invalid.
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DBPORMABILrry AND STRHWOTH OF ROCK MASSES
The ultimate aim of the research started under Contract H0101610
is to derive rational methods for estimating the deformablllty and strength
of rock rnas;;eü r.ubjected to load as a result of engineering activities.
••jnphasis in the first year has been placed on a study of the
deformablllty of rock masses rather than on strength.

The main reason for

thLs L:; the one already noted (i.e. the basic concept that the stren^h
defines the onset of unstable energy changes should be a;* equally valid for
n)ck masses as for rock specimens),

it i;3 preferable to delay Intensive

stud;, of the applicability of these ideas to rock masj-es until they have
been fully explored and tested on laboratory specimens.

DEFORMABILITY OF ROCK MASSES
'Hie rational understanding of the defonnabllitv of a rock mass is
Important in rnar^ engineering problems.

These include, for example,

liie pr-oblem of dam design, where the deformablllty of the rock foundation
is important, water- pressure tunnels where the defonnabillty of the
tunnel wall rock influences lining design, and surface construction where
'.ho deformablllty of the foundation may affect the stresses developed In
11,' .■urface structure.
Jtudies of the defonnabillty of rock masses undei Contract liOlOliili'
lenr been restricted entirely to theoretical analyses of the general problem.
Karly in the stud:/ visits were made to industrial research laboratories
in an attempt to obtain atcual field data.

Althougfi some valuable insight was,

~AS-

obtalned Into current design of engineering structures of which mass deformabllity is i/rportant, it was quickly realized that much o? the needed data
was simply not available, '/his is due in part to the absence of a theoretical
framework from which to plan side investigations.

It wa.; therefore decided to

develop a finite element model to simulate a Jointed rock mass on which
simulated tests could then be performed.

The model was quite general md

allowed a wide variety of practical rock mass situation;- to be simulated.
In this way field data could synthetically be generated for use in checking
proposed methods of analyzing (real) field results.

Ihe method has the

advantage that the full scale properties of the mass were known, so that the
accuracy of any measurement technique could be readily be checked.
'Ihe analytical work to date has concentrated on the development of
rational programs for determining in-situ rock mass defonnabilJty.

'ihe

main experimental methods considered were:
1.

Radial Jacking tests

2. Borehole dilatometer tests
3. Plate loading tests.
A variety of serious theoretical obstacles has to be overcome in
progressing towards this practical goal.

Considerable effort was extended,

for example, in obtaining an analytical solution for the mean displacement
of a pressurized dilatometer when situated In a cylindrical borohole
intersecting a planar Jointed rock mass.

'IWs is a three dimensional situation

which Is completely impractical to r.olve by finite ele/nont analysis ushjg
currently available computers.

'Hie problem was solved and nark;; a v^rv

significant achievement of the research.

This and other theoretical result;-
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v.iii be Jli'.eujüed In Jetall a:? pait of future publlcatloiu, some of wlileli
are outlined In the abstracts appended to this report.

Some details have

already been given in the quarterly progress reports submitted as part of
Contract H0101610.
For the purpo^-eu of this report t'e year's progrecs towards the
practical goal of providing guidance In the rational planning and interpretation of defonnability measurements will be chronologically outlined.
Following ohis however the reader is reminded that many of the analytical
achievements of this work are glossed over.

olgnlflcance of Jointed Character of Rock Masses
The first question to be resolved in order to characterize a Jointed
rock ina^j is the following:
How Important I:- it to accurately represent the detailed jointed
structure of a rock mas;j in order to estimate the mass properties?
Is it jufflclcnt for example to make the assumption [as was done
by ou et al. (Eleventh Symposium on Rock Mechanics, 2^3-266)] that a rock
:nass could be represented as a finite element network In which the Isotropie
-'Lu-iic properties ^f each element vary randomly?
1

•.■.■■T-

curled out tn examine this questlai.

'IVJC

Finite element analysis
rock mass war. divided Into

unit (elemental) nnsses and the Isotropie elastic properties, of each unit
allowed to vai'y randotnly.
on the nass.

r

ilie finite element i^icJ vnt: then superimposed

Tue properties, of each (variable size) eloiont of the finite

eleirient s^ld 'were tal:en as the mean value of the properties of the unit
contained In the element.

The influence of the shape of the unit on the

1 rorertles of the finite element was also included.
considered to be represented in each of three ways:

Thus the mass was
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a)

As a series of semi-Infinite layer units (on a rigid base at depth)

b)

As a series of cylindrical units

c)

As a series of spherical units

Three Independent finite element programs were developed to detennine the
deflection of a point load applied normally to the surface of an elastic
mass (I.e. the Boussinesq problem) composed of units as described for the
tliree cases above.

Each situation was analyzed as a randan heteroßeneous

inclusion problem.

The properties of each of the units wert; randomly

selected.

The tests were then repeated for a different set of random pro-

perties (I.e. the Monte Carlo simulation technique was used) and the
point displacements again determined.

The coefficient of variation (I.e.

the ratio of standard deviation to the mean displacement) was then determined
for each of *"he rock mass models a, b and c above.

The following results

were obtained.
a)

semi-infinite layer model, coefficient of variation 1 to 0.1,

b)

cylindrical rod niodel, coefficient of variation 0.1 to 0.01,

c)

spherical model, coefficient of variation 0.01 to 0.001.

'Ilius, the coefficient of variation ranged over three orders of magnitude
depending on the model assumed for the elements of the mass.
Thin study demonstrated conclusively that it is important to correctly
model the geometry In finite element analyses of rock manses if realistic
results are to be obtained,

[see 2nd Quarterly Hcport |
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The Jointed rock mass was also represented as a semi-Infinite rock mass
containing randomly oriented Joints of random nomal and shear stlffViesses.
Only two dimensional Joint sets were considered.

The Joint planes were

al.'.o nor»na.;. to the section through the Joint, and the coefficient of variation
in spacing orientation and stiffness did not exceed the wide limit of 50%.
Tost data wore then obtained for plate bearing, dilatometer and radial
Jacking teats.

By computing the mean displacements nonnal to the applied

test load the instrument displacement was computed by determining the increase
in strain energy of the mass due to the introduction of the joint.
Sets of displacement values were obtained by
a)

varying the assumed Joint system,

b)

varying the position of point of load application with respect
to the Joint,

c)

varying the size of the loaded area.

This enabled the distribution of measured displacements to be determined
for each size of instrument.

From this the mean standard deviation and

confident intervals, were computed for a fixed size of instrument and a given
nock mass.

The number of tests required to obtain

a mean displacement or

equivalently modulus of deformation within plus or minus 30% of the true mean mass
displacement at ')0% confidence level was then determined.
the rock analyses, can be combined into a single curve.

The results of all

(See Figure 6).

Figure 6 implies that the difference between the modulus and deformation
measured by radial Jack tests and dilatation tests. wlJl not differ by more
than j0%, provided that the orientation of both instruments is the same, and
the number of tests conducted is as demanded by Figure 6 shown on the next page.
Obviously, since the pressurized region in a dilatometer is usually much
shorter than in a plate Jacking test, the required number of dilatometer tests
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Figure 6.

Number of dllatometer tests required to estimate
a modulus of reduction factor in a Jointed rock
mass.

will be considerably higher.
The development of the curves In Figure 6 la considered to represent
a very significant r>tep towards the stated goal of establishing rational
procedures for the deteminatlon of the deformation modulus of a jointed
rock mass.

It iz likely that the model will need to Include prnctlcal

details not yet considered but, for the first time, a method Is presented
which will suggest a number and orientation of tests necessary to detertnlno
the mass modulus to a specified degree of accuracy.
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It Is particularly interesting that the results appear to suggest that
the

number of dilatometer tests required to determine the modulus with

an accuracy comparable to that of a single plate Jack test is usually
such that the dilatometer method would be economical.
'Hie abstract of the three proposed papers by Dr. Singh includes
several specific findings related to the above mentioned general results.
In oLurmary, substantial progress has been made toward the objectives
of defining necessary test programs to ensure accurate measurements of
the defonriabillty of rock masses.
fully operational.
of rock.

Versatile analytical procedures are

They can readily be used to study laboratory speclriens

Close attention can be given to logical situations which are

likely to arise and can be adequately represented by this theoretical
model.
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lÄLVr OF MAJOR AQilEVI'M'J/nS IN ARPA (»I/TRACT 1IÜ1Ü1610
1.

Hie basic concept of the Griffith theory (I.e. for failure to
occur there must be a balance between the rate of energy required
and the rate of energy available) has been extended to a variety
of situations including laboratory tests, tunnel collapse and
blasting.

Ihe concept is also equally applicable to the analysis

of rock mass stability and strength.
2.

Theoretical models (incorporating finite element technique^) have
been developed for constructing the complete Griffith locus and
complete force-displacement curve for ary type of test on rook in
coiripresslon or tension.

3.

Completely new servo-control techniques have been developed for experimentally obtaining the complete force-displacement curve in any type of
rock mechanics test.

Ihese have enabled detailed studies of rock collapse

in many laboratory tests.
4.

From both theoretical and experimental results it can be definitely
stated that the strengths of rock (tensile and compresslve) are not
material properties and that the strength and failure behavior of
a rock specimen or rock mans can only be derived ur.lng the rainiiiiuin
potential, ener/y type of approach.

'j,

'Hie influence of end restraint during compresslve testing has been
studied in four ways and the design, construction and Instrumentation
of a loading head that enables the actual stress distribution applied
to the specimen ends to be detemined at all stages of the complete
stress-strain curve represents a major advance towards complete
understanding of end restraint.
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!'.

otudloi- oi the tline dependent behavior of fadled rock indicate tint
the complete stress-strain curve is strongly time dependent (more
so than intact rock because the specimen is In a continual state of
progressive collapse) and that the time factor must be Included in
any analysis of the strength and failure behavior of rock masses.

7.

It tias been conclusively established that the measured initial elastic
modulus is a material property.

Significant variations could occur

in unusual geometrical testing situations (very low specimen height:
width ratios) but for normal laboratory testing the measured modulus
ohould only vary from the true modulus by a maximum of a few per
cent.
8.

A finite element model has been developed In quite general form
that allows a wide variety of practical rock mass situations to
be simulated.

9.

An analytical solution has been obtained for the mean displacement
of a pressurized dilatometer when situated In a cylindrical borehole
Intersecting a planar Jointed rock mass In theee dimension.

This

marks a very significant achievement of the research.
1'.

Finite element analyses of

rock masses were made in which the mass

waj divided Into different types of elements and random properties
assigned to each element.

It was found that the coefficients of

variation for the displacements in the Boussinesq problem varied through
tiiree orders of magnitude depending on the assuned model.

This

proves conclusively chat the geometry of rock masses must be
realistically .-.imulated in finite element analyses.
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11.

'Hu.' ilK-ti'lhution of clk.placenienti-. wa;'. i*aiculatod Vor plato Ixvu'Iiir;,
dllatoieter and radial Jacking tests for various Jointed system;-,
and size of the loaded area.

Itie number of tests required to obtain

a modulus of deformation within certain confidence limits was then
detemlned and this represents a high plateau of achievement towards
the stated goal cf establishing rational procedures for the decenninatlon
of the deformation modulus of a Jointed rock mass.
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APPENDIX I

Publications that have acknowledged total or partial
support to ARPA Contract H01Q1610 during the period
June 12, 1970 - June 11, 1971

Note:

tVplo;; oi' n;o.-.t, of the Publications 1-11 have alivady boon submit.toil

in earlier i-eport:; to A.H.P.A.
aa soon a^; they are complete.

Copies of other publications will be supplied
Abstracts of these publications are p;iven in

Appendix 2.

1.

BROWN, E. T., J. A. HUDSON, M. P. HARDY and C. FA1RHURST. Controlled
failure of hollow rock cylinders in unlaxial compression. Rock
Mechanics. In Press. Preprint available in Univ. Minn. Min. Rgs.
Res. Cent. Prog. Rep.« 2^:1-32.

2.

DAEMEN, J. .1. K. and C. PAIRHURST. Influence of failed rock properties
on tunnel stability. Presented at the IWelfth Symposium on Rock
Mechanics, Rolla, Missouri, 1970, 855-8757^

j.

HARDY, H. P. Derivation of the arlffith locus for Indlnect tenrdlo
strength tests. Univ. Minn. Min. Res. Res. Cent. IVog. Rep.. 2k:
12>.129.
*
'

^.

HUDSON, J. A. (I97I). A Critical Examination of Indirect Ibnsile Strength
Teints Fbr Brittle Rocks. PhD Tliesls, University of M5.nnesota, 161 ppT

5.

HUDSON, J. A. Effect of time on the mechanical behavior of failed rock.
Nature (London). In Press. Preprint available in Univ. Minn. Min.
Res. Res. Cent. Pro^. Rept., 2^:10^-109.
-— - .^.^^

6.

HUDSON, J. A., E. T. BBCMN and C. FAIRHURST. Optimizing the control of
rock failure in servo-controlled laboratory tests. Rock Mechanics. In
Press. Preprint available in Closed Loop 2 (7):6-ll.

7.

HUDSON, J. A., E. T. BROWN and C. PAIRHURST. Shape of the complete stress
strain curve for rock. To be presented at the 13th Synposium on Rock
Mechanics, University of Illinois, Urbana.
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8.

HUDSON, J. A., E. T. BROWN and F. RUWCL. The controlled faiZurv of
rock discs and rings loaded In diametral ccmpresslon. Int. J. Rock
Mech. Min. Sei. In ft-ess. Preprint available In Univ. Mlnh. Min.
fies. Res. Cent. Prog. Rep., 2^:33-^9.

9.

HUDSON, J. A., S. L. CROUCH and C. PAIRHURST. Soft, stiff and servocontrolled testing machines. A review with reference to rock
failure. To be submitted to Engineering; Geolog.

10.

RUWEL, P. and C. FAIfHURST (1970). Determination of the post-failure
stlffhesF
of brittle rock using a servo-controlled testing machine.
Rock Mechanics. 2(H):l89-204.

11.

V0EGEI£, M. and J. A. HUDSON. Photographing polished rcok specimens.
Univ. Minn. Mln. Res. Res. Cent. Prog. Sept.. 24:130-137.

Publications in preparation
(Abstracts supplied In Appendix 2)

The failure of rock beams.

12.

HUDSON, J. A., M. P. HARDY and C. FAIRHURST.
To be submitted to Geotectmlque.

13.

CORNET, F. and C. R. NELSON. Influence of the lateral stiffness of the
testing machine-specimen system on failure characteristics of rocks in
simple conpression. lb be presented at the 13th Symposium on Rock
Mechanics, University of Illinois, Urbana. ' -—"■"''-"—""'-'-•'——

lb.

SINGH, B. Continuum characterization of a rock ma.js - Part I: The
constitutive equations.

15.

3INGH, B. Continuum characterization of a rock mass - Part II;
element analyses.

16.

SINGH, B. Reliability of dilatometer and plate load tests in the
detemlnation of the modulus of deformation of a Jointed rock mass.

Finite
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APPKNDIX II

AbJtract of Publication 12 - "The failure of rock beams" by J. A. HUDSON,
M. P. HARDY and C. FAIRHURST
It is noted that there Is considerable variation In the tensile strength
of rock &' detemlned by the beam test (the modulus of rupture).

TMs

/ariatlon LG of three basic types: with repeated tests, with beam slse
and chape and v/ith other indirect tensile tests.
Woibull's jtatl.-tlcal theory of the strength of materials is discussed
;uid evidence pivsented to indicate Weibull's tlieory does not adequately
cliaractorise the failure of rock.

Complete force-displacement curves

representing complete beam collapse are derived or. more mechanistic grounds
usinr the basic Glriffith concept and finite element analysis.

The Implications

of this analysis are discussed and compared with experimental data obtained
fron tests in which the complete beam collapse process was controlled and
chotograpried in a servo-controlled testing machine.

Attract of Publication 13 - "Influence of the lateral stiffness of the
UvUng machine - specimen system on failure characteristics of rocks-"
by F. COR'IHT and C. H. NELSON
A theoretical model lr, developed to describe the complete force.li.'.:.licei:ient behavior of a rock specimen tested In cortprcsslon and failure
ly Icc-'tlized :;hear.

'Hie inl'luence of the lateral stiffness of the testing

machine - specimen system on the failure of speclmerus is analysed.
For certain loading situations, the lateral stiffness of the machine
i.: predicted to have an Influence on the force-displacement curve and the
type of failure modo: this is in addition to the specimen size and shape o'Teot.

-^0-

In particular, the analysis predicts effects compatible

with experimental

observations and the change from asynmetric shear failure to syimetrlcal
shear failure for Increasing lateral machine stiffYiess.
Properties determined In a testing machine of zero lateral stiffness
will be less experimentally sensitive than those obtained by current
methods.

To overcome the difficulties of using such a tei-tlriK machine, a

method Is proposed to determine the basic conpresslve behavior from the
propertle:: of peak cohesion, the deformation required to destroy all
cohesion and the coefficient of internal friction^

Ihese properties are

determined in separate tests and can be considered to be Intrinsic material
properties.

Abstract of Publication 1^1 - "Continuum characterization of a rock mass Part 1; Ihe constitutive equations" by B. SINSH
Hill (1963) has proved that the average strain enerry density In any
region of an elastic and Inhomopeneous material can be calculated from
the averages of the stresses and strains within that region.

Tills concept

has been used to derive the general constitutive equations of a rock ma;-;-,
containing an orthogonal set of discontinuous Joints intersecting an
anlsotropic rock material.

The constants required for the continuum

chamcterlzation of the Jointed mass are tlje Joint stress concentration
factor;: h.., and Url (jee Figure A.l).

Ihese are defined as th^ ratio of sLressi

along the Joint to the overall stresses in the rock.

In the case of

continuous Joints, these stresses concentration factors are equal to unity.
'Ihls leads to simple anlsotroplc stress-strain relations.

OVERALL SHEAR STRESSr
ROCK BLOCK

OVERALL
NORMAL
STRESS^

CROSS-JOINT SET l:
NORMAL STIFFNESS KNi
^.TSHEAR STIFFNESS KTl

JOINT SET 2!
NORMAL STIFFNESS KN2
SHEAR STIFFNESS KT2

AXES OF ANISOTROPY

FIG A.l ROCK MASS CONTAINING STAGGERED JOINTS
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It Is also shown that the anlsotroplc stress-strain relations for the
rock mass can be computed using average Joint compliances and average
joint frequency, when these parameters vary randomly. I.e. it is not necessary
to consider the entire range of individual Joint properties.

Further, exact

expressions have been obtained for the stress concentration factors in case
of a rigid rock containing staggered compliant Joints and a correction Is
proposed for elastic rocks.

These results suggest that interlocking between

blocks of the rock may become significant even for a slight discontinuity
(I.e. offset) along the Joints such as may occur during shear deformation
of a rock mass with an initially continuous orthogonal Joint set.

Stress

concentration factors computed independently from the reisults of a finite
element program for a Jointed mass compare excellently with the above
mentioned theoretical results.
It is further shown that tunsile stresses are developed inside a rock
with staggered Joints, and may be as high as twice the overall shear stresses
or the overall compresslve stresses.

IVpical stress distributions within a

block are shown in Figure A.2a and A.2b.
It is concluded that a rock mass Is rendered anlsotroplc by any Joint
set having a preferred orientation.

The off-Kllagonal tenns of the compliance

matrix of an Intact rock are the same as those of a mass of the same rock
containing: two sets of orthogonal Joints.

It is,

therefore, incomvr tc

assume that Poisson's ratio of the Jointed mass and the rock material are
equal.

Table 1 lists the particular expressions i>om which ^he elastic

modulus of the continuum anlsotroplc rock mass may be obtained.
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Note - The modulus K., and Poisson's ratio v^ in the direction normal to the
axes ] and 2 are equal to E

and v

respectively where, suffix 1 and

2 denote the axes of anisotropy which are nonnal to the joint sets 2
and 2;
RF = reduction factor defined as the ratio of nast- modulus to the
modulus of the intact rock material,
E

- mass modulus,

S

= joint spacing,

E , W »v

= elastic modulus, shear modulus and Poisson's ratio of tho Intact
rock material.

+

1
S K
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K.-,

K*

and Kj.», JCp = normal and shear stiffness of Joint set 1 and 2
respectively,

B.., and B™ = stress concentration factors for normal and shear stresses
along cross joint set 1 which may be computed from the
theorttlcally derived relations for a given joint offset S.

Abr-tract of Publication 15 - "Continuum characterization of a rock mass Part II: Finite element analyses" by B. SINGH
Finite element analysis is used to compare the dit-placements field given
by the anijotropic continuum model of a Jointed mass with that obtained from
tne discrete Joint model.

The models are described in part I of the paper.

'IV/o Lanlc problems were considered:
(1)

A vertical line load acting on a semi-infinite rock mass in which

joints were oriented at 0°, 30°, 60° and 90° with the horizontal;
(2)

Internal pressurization of a circular opening in a rock mass con-

taining orthogonal Joints.
'Die analyses were made for both continuous and staggered Joints.

'11 ic

results have been expressed in dimensionless fonn and may, therefore, be uued
for other value.- of joint stiffness and spacing (see Figures A.3, A.^ and A.1-«).
'ihe:uj computation;; reveal excellent agreement between the finite element
[n'diction.; of the joint model and the continuum model, except In the
region of steep stress gradients near the loaded area.

This conclusjon is

of significant importance because a very substantial number of nodes are
:;aved in doing away with the Joint elements in the continuum analysis.

Much

larger areas can then be realistically simulated by the finite element analysi:
Further, a simple method has been proposed to predict the average deflections below a loaded area for Joints having arbitrary orientation in ail

*>mm*»m^m*Km*m
MBMakAMM^MMM
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FIG.A-5 COMPARISON OF VERTICAL DEFLECTIONS U COMPUTED BY FINITE
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MODEL
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lluvo diiiien;;ioir..

'Hie inethod requires the calculation u!' the lucreaai' In

.uniti ener^' due to the presence of Joints In the rock,

'three cases, of

various joint orientations and different locations of the loa' with respect
Lhe Joint, have been analysed.

It was found that the proposed method correctly

predicts the trend of the finite element results.
it is felt that the method is sufficiently accurate to help in idealizing
an actual tiireo dimensional rock nass in a two dimensional finite element
;:iodel.

Thus, tiie tliree dimensional deflections are first computed; the

o inivalent two dimensional finite element model is then found by trial and
error, being thatrnodel for which the deflections correspond with those
ortalned in the three dimensional case.

Abstract of Publication 16 - "Reliability of dilatometer and plate load
tests in tiie determination of the modulus of defonnatlon of a Jointed rock
msj" by B. SINGH
A search of the literature and enquiries of design engineers revealed
that the data available on the results of field plate jacking and borehole
iihitumeter tests is very llnilted.

It is quite inadequate for the proper

a;.■».*;;;orient of the reliab.ii.lty of these test procedures.
A computer pr-oiTam was therefore devised to simulate a jointed rock
r:av.

Test data was then 'developed' by conducting (i.e. by mathematical

.; LnuLatlon) a series of plate load tests at various surface location' on the
Jointed nass.

Sl/rü.larly dilatometer tests were simulated and test 'data'

obtained from tho computer model of the Jointed mass.
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The deflection of the Instrument was confuted for random spacing,
orientation, and stiffness of the Joints, and random location of the
instrument.

These results were then analyzed to determine the minimum

ruant-'n- cf tests required, in terms of the average joint frequency and the
."Kjituius reduction iactor [i.e. the ratio of in-sltu modulus to intact specimen
::« iuiu.- I, In orier that the error in predicting the mass modulus would be
1 •'.■.; lh.-ui jO;T, with a confidence interval of 90% (see Figure 6 on page 32 in
liiain text).
It was concluded that the optimum orientation of the dilatometer to
tne Joints is in the range of 10° to 30° (see Figure A.7).

The number

of tests required increases rapidly with decreasing modulus reduction factor.
Similar computations were made for plate load tests.

(See Figure A.6).

It was noted that the trass modulus is not affected significantly by the
sine of the plate.
statistical moments of the test results were found to be of considerable
ii'1!; in interpreting the tes.t data.

Thus, the standard deviation of the

liTLectlot. was found to he almost independent of the size of the loaded area,
ih'u enables a distinction to be made between scatter due to erroneous
"loas'irement and that resulting from the stochastic nature of the rock mass.
Mirther, the third moment of the deflections increases sharply as the
.:;:■' ,f the loaded arca decreases..
1

.•'.'•LU"

Ttils may enable the results of small

'•'.•[.• to i •-' c'irri'l.'ited with those uf large scale tests.
ir.'{.-■[' inl'-rprf-lation of the scatter in small scale test data c;in

'Mis! lernt ly erJianc-^ the value of the results.

